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Red-shouldered hawk apparently on the rebound
Jim Wright
Special to the Record
USA TODAY NETWORK - NEW JERSEY

Here’s a toast to the red-shouldered hawk, a raptor
both charismatic and enigmatic. After a long decline,
it’s apparently adapting more and more to life in North
Jersey’s suburbs.
I say “apparently” because these medium-sized
hawks are so secretive when nesting that the casual
observer probably wouldn’t know they’re there.
Take my leafy hometown of Allendale. When longtime raptor aficionado Stiles Thomas was growing up
in town eight decades ago, red-shouldered hawks were
commonplace. But the post-World War II development
boom destroyed much of their habitat — to the point
that in 1979 New Jersey declared them endangered
when nesting.
Then, beginning in 2001, Stiles documented a pair
nesting in town or nearby Ramsey every spring. Since
these raptors are strikingly beautiful (and at-risk), this
was cause for celebration. And since they moved to a
different nest tree every two or three years, the Allendale pair developed a local following over time.
Fast-forward to 2017, when the local Red-shoulders
went into their disappearing act, as these hawks are
wont to do. Because this furtive behavior is so prevalent, it’s hard to say with complete certainty how they
are faring in the Northeast.
Kathy Clark, a wildlife biologist for the state Division of Fish and Wildlife, says: “In some areas they can
be quite secretive, but based on the sighting report
forms that I see coming in, red-shoulders are not losing ground.”
Clark adds that in the proposed revisions to New
Jersey’s threatened and endangered list, their status
will not change.
Nick Bolgiano, a Pennsylvania hawk watcher and
statistician who gave a presentation on red-shoulders
to a national raptor conference last fall, reports that
these woodland-loving hawks have been on the rebound.
“Pennsylvania’s winter raptor survey shows that
red-shoulders are rapidly increasing,” Bolgiano says.
The fact that some hawk-migration sites in the East
have reported fewer red-shoulders has led him to believe that more and more of them are staying farther
north year-round.
In some areas, Bolgiano adds, “red-shouldered
hawks are increasingly nesting near suburban settings, which I interpret as reflecting their population
increase. I assume this is happening in New Jersey,
too.”
I’ll vouch for that. For well over a decade, even from
inside my house, I’ve heard their piercing kee-yaw,
kee-yaw call in winter. But for the past three years, I’ve
had no luck in finding their nest site the following
spring.
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An adult red-shouldered hawk flies from its Allendale nest tree.

Then, early last June, I heard a report of a possible
red-shoulder nest on a tree-lined street not terribly far
from my house. I sneaked a peek and saw at least one
young offspring.
When I asked nearby homeowners about the nest,
they confirmed that the red-shoulders have raised
young there for two years or more. (Mystery solved.)
The residents ask that the location remain secret
because they did not want hawk-gawkers on their
lawns. No problem. Part of loving nature is knowing
when to leave it alone.
In honor of long-time Allendale resident Stiles
Thomas, who has admired these hawks since the
Great Depression, I’m calling the young raptor “Stiles.”
I know that purists and grumps frown at giving
names to individual wild birds. But in an age where so
many folks seem oblivious to nearby nature, gaining
the public’s interest and empathy makes sense — especially when a pair of these hawks just might nest in a
tree near you next spring.
The Bird Watcher column appears every other
Thursday. Email Jim at celeryfarm@gmail.com.

spot,” DeLeon says.
DeLeon has loved singing since she was in elementary school. She mostly sang in her free time but never
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performed, except at her Sweet Sixteen in 2012.
Her music career started in 2015 under the stage
DeLeon lives at the studio — literally.
name “Z.” Her first song, Nobody’s Better, featured FetShe renovated the basement of her New Milford ty Wap, a Paterson native whose 2014 single, Trap
home into a recording studio with the latest editing Queen, topped the Billboard charts for two weeks. The
equipment and software. Color-changing LED lighting viral dance challenge in the Philippines even had its
was installed for added ambiance. DeLeon’s Domin- own hashtag: #FettyWapChallenge.
can-born parents, Alberto DeLeon and Miledys AlvaDeLeon followed that up with a single in 2017 fearez-DeLeon, were fully supportive — which they have turing rapper Tory Lanez. They recorded the song Spebeen from the start — when their daughter wanted to cial 4 U, which hit nearly 900,000 streams on Spotify.
turn part of their house into a place where she can cre“Working with artists like Fetty and Tory allowed
ate music.
me to see how big artists go about their work,” DeLeon
“My parents were always supportive when I said I says. “They were so helpful and chill.”
wanted to make music.” DeLeon said. “They are always
Since then, DeLeon has released singles On My Sh*t
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but and Green in 2018, and Bet on Me in June.
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Bet on Me was the first song DeLeon released under
2019looking
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DeLeon lives in New Milford in Bergen County and the stage name “Suzi” after she decided to do a “total
doesn’t plan on leaving any time soon.
re-branding” of herself.

A young red-shouldered hawk gets ready to leave its
Allendale nest. PHOTOS COURTESY OF JIM WRIGHT

ed States.
DeLeon plans to release a batch of carefully curated
new songs late this summer that will allow listeners in
the U.S. to have a large sample of her work.
Her EP, which is set to release on August 30, will be
her first multi-song release and will feature songs in
English and Spanish.
“I’m not just making music,” DeLeon says. “I’m
building a business and I’m going to continue to work
so I can make it.”
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